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Miniature Silky
Fainting Goats

are a new and exciting
breed that has already
claimed the hearts of so
many. Their long locks
and comical faces are
enough to endear them to just about anyone,
but if you are still not convinced, their gentle
nature will surely win you over.

The fiber that they
produce is coarse

and silky, somewhat
finer than a horse’s
mane. It has a high
luster, but because of
the coarseness, is

probably not suitable for spinning or weaving.
Even so, you will find it very desirable to have
on your goats for the sheer beauty and elegance
that it gives them.

The goal is to have a full
long skirt, long chest

and neck hair, full beard,

muff on the face and bangs. There are varying
degrees of coat and coat placement. Having bangs
on a Mini Silky adds to the terrier-like appearance
that we are striving for. However, it is more
difficult to get bangs on a Doe than it is on a
Buck. The height limit for a Mini Silky Doe is
23.5” at the withers; height limit for Bucks is 25”
at the withers, making them
small and manageable.

Because of the interest that
has developed in these little

goats, there is an association
and registry designed to promote and register

Mini Silkies. The books
are open and if you feel
you have a goat that fits
the standard and you
would like to participate
in developing a new
exciting breed, check out
the Miniature Silky
Fainting Goat Association
at www.msfgaregistry.com. There you will find all
the appropriate forms and information on how to
register your goat or find a breeder to purchase
breeding/show stock.


